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Fill in the blanks with appropriate words (use only one word for each
blank).
Before actually entering upon his duties, the (1) __________ Mayor must take the
final declaration of office before her (2) __________ the Queen’s representatives
— a ceremony which of (3) __________, when the pageant was (4) __________ water,
and afterward until very recent years, sent him all the way to Westminster.
Compound nouns and compound adjectives: fill in the blanks with
appropriate words.
Hundreds, thousands, millions, swarming in the open street, massed on the (5)
side-_____, or crushed against the (6) bordered-_____ (7) shop-_____; groups
looking down from the (8) house-_____; groups in the windows where usually
the tailor’s dummy stands. Every (9) public-_____ is as full as it can hold. Pushing,
elbowing, struggling through the crowd are fakirs selling the “Program’s
procession, a pinny! All copyright!” which you buy, hoping for many genuine
(10) broad-_____ of the people on the screaming crimson and green sheets, but
finding there only the latest (11) _____-hall songs. And there are heavier (12)
_____-pours of paper circulars and advertisements. Above the voices of the
crowd there rise the twanging of banjos, the strumming of guitars, the jingle of
(13) _____-gurdies, the songs of the minstrels, who carry their blackened faces
and (14) worn-_____ jests into the thick of every holiday crowd.
Depending on the context, use the second or the third conditionals.
(15) (NOTE: “if” is a taboo word) _________________________ (I; to be) more
experienced and more self-protective and more suspicious of the players
involved at the time, it _________________________ (handle) differently […]
He was so distraught that I agreed, and to this day I regret it: (16)
_________________________ refused to go to Western Union with him,
__________________________ (to end) differently because he _________________________
(to have) any money on him […]

The paperwork was clear; it said that if he (17) _________________________ (to show
up) unprepared to recording sessions, he _________________________ (to be) fined
[…]
In fact, if a pulsar (18) _________________________ (to rotate) any faster, say 4,500
revolutions per second, its equator _________________________ (to be) moving at the
speed of light, which tells you that this material is unlike any other […]
If a huge genetic gap (19) _________________________ (to separate) us from our
closest relative in the animal kingdom, we _________________________ (can)
justifiably celebrate our brilliance.
Fill in each blank below with the appropriate phrasal verb.
20. Can you vacuum the room, please? My friends are _______________ tonight. I
want the place to look great.
21. Jack was _______________ himself trying to impress Jane.
22. She left an hour before John, but she drove very fast and quickly
_______________.
23. He has tried for decades to have a nice-looking lawn, but he has just
_______________ on it.
24. Bob _______________ in the gym for two hours every night.
Form the non-standard plural/singular of each noun below.
25. Thesis (singular) – _______________ (plural)
26. Corpus (singular) – _______________ (plural)
27. _______________ (singular) – media (plural)
28. _______________ (singular) – matrices (plural)
29. Schema (singular) – _______________ (plural)
30. Forum (singular) – ______________ (plural)
31. Alumnus (singular) – ______________ (plural)
32. Nebula (singular) – _______________ (plural)
33. _______________ (singular) – criteria (plural)
34. _______________ (singular) – mafiosi (plural)
Fill in the blanks with the correct article: a/an, the or zero (-).
(35) _____ sound alone caused everyone to stop playing and turn my way. And
there I was with one half of my guitar in one hand, (36) _____ other half in (37)
_____ other, with (38) _____ blood pouring down my chin, neck, and chest. I was
dazed; they were all pointing at me and I had no idea what they were talking
about. Being that I was in (39) _____ NYC, it was either wait for three hours to be

seen by (40) _____ ER doctor—or not. I opted to go back to (41) _____ Paramount
Hotel, where I sat at the Whiskey Bar with (42) _____ bag of ice on my face until
I got on (43) _____ plane with everyone else (44) _____ next day.
Verb patterns: choose the correct variant.
45. I appreciated being able / to be able to study English in Hawaii.
46. Megumi agreed studying / to study harder for the TOEIC.
47. When I was in Japan, I attempted paying / to pay the cashier at the food
store with U.S. dollars.
48. We don’t recommend seeing / to see the movie.
Put the verbs in brackets in the correct tense.
I (49) _______________ (to flow out) to New York, where Nile Rodgers (50)
_______________ (to produce) the electric version of a few tracks. Then he and I
(51) _______________ (flow out) to Spain to have this major Spanish star, Martha
Sanchez, do vocals. She (52) _______________ (to be) basically the Spanish
Madonna, and it (53) _______________ (to be) clear to me that Nile (54)
_______________ (to spend) all of this money to get her involved just so that he (55)
_______________ (can) be with her. It (56) _______________ (to be) fine by me; I (57)
_______________ (to have) a great time hanging out in Madrid. Martha (58)
_______________ (to take) us to all of these speakeasy-type bars in these grottoes
and ancient wine cellars deep below the city. In every single one of them, there
(59) _______________ (will be) the best flamenco guitar players—I (60)
_______________ (to learn) a lot from jamming with them.
Put the words in the correct order to form sentences.
61. Psychologists / those / attention / the / community / were / bringing / for
/ responsible / ideas / to / psychological / these / primarily / attention / of.
62. Reality / of / the / and / structure / structure / is / profound / even /
syntactic / sentence / abstract / itself / pervasive / psychological / though / is.
Fill in the blanks below with the correct prepositions.
After I’d been paid (63) _____ the insurance company (64) _____ the house that
had been totaled (65) _____ the earthquake, we shopped (66) _____ a new one
and found it (67) _____ Beverly Hills (68) _____ Roxbury Drive.

Fill in the gaps (69-73) with one word / group of words each.
The ionic permeability properties of the plasma membranes of cells, especially
nerve and muscle cells, leads to a state in which the cytosol is electrically
polarized with respect to the extracellular fluid. This steady state electrical
potential (voltage) difference across the cell membrane is known as the
(69)____________________.
Myelin-sheath gaps that occur along a myelinated axon where the axolemma is
exposed to the extracellular space are known as (70) ___________________.
(71)____________________is predominantly characterized by dissatisfaction with
sleep duration or quality and difficulties initiating or maintaining sleep, along
with substantial distress and impairments of daytime functioning.
Human infants typically enter (72) ____________________ directly after the initial
onset of sleep and spend approximately 50% of their total sleep time in it.
Humans older than two years old typically enter (73) ____________________ before
REM sleep and spend approximately 20% to 25% of their total sleep time in
REM sleep across childhood, adolescence, adulthood, and into old age.
Answer the multiple-choice questions (choose the correct answer from
the list):
74. My _______________ father is a pilot.
a. sister’s-in-law
b. sister’s-in-law’s
c. sister-in-law’s
75. I’ll be there in a _______________ time.
a. week or two
b. week or two’s
c. week’s or two’s
76. Neurotransmitters are typically stored in which of the following parts of a
neuron?
a. the terminal buttons
b. the nodes of Ranvier
c. the soma
d. the myelin sheath
e. the axon

77. According to Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, the need to have
respect for ourselves and to be valued by others is classified within the category
of
a. physiological needs
b. esteem needs
c. safety needs
d. belongingness needs
e. self-actualization needs
78. Which of the following most accurately describes a dependent variable?
a. some characteristic of research participants that is constant, such as gender
b. a factor that is manipulated by the experimenter in order to observe its
effects on some other factor
c. some aspect of a participant’s response that is measured in an experiment
79. After discussing a topic, a group makes a decision that is more extreme than
the average position of all of the group members prior to discussion. The
group’s action is an example of
a. group polarization
b. group consistency
c. group consensus
d. the mere-exposure effect
e. diffusion of responsibility
80. Which of the following provides information regarding brain function by
monitoring the brain at work through metabolism of glucose?
a. positron emission tomography (PET)
b. magnetic resonance imaging (MR
c. computed tomography (CT)
d. electroencephalography (EEG)
e. electrooculography (EOG)
81. The lateralization of language means that:
a. language function is located in one of the two hemispheres of the brain
b. language ability depends on the environment
c. language is impaired partially
d. language is the chain of associated speech behaviors
82. Subliminal perception occurs when:
a. we perceive something without being aware that we have perceived that
b. we are aware of what we have perceived
c. we are fooled by visual illusions
d. we repress taboo words

83. The “cocktail party phenomenon” is concerned with:
a. how people communicate at parties
b. how we are able to attend to specific conversations in a crowded room where
there are many conversations taking place
c. non-verbal communication
d. what words capture our interest in any communication
84. Corpus callosum is:
a. the commissure, that links the two hemispheres
b. physical constitution of the body
c. the ancient name for the brain
85. Which of the following would be an illustration of retrograde amnesia?
a. when a person loses their memory totally
b. when a person loses their speech
c. when a person loses their memory of events leading up to an accident
d. when a person cannot remember any of the events that have occurred since
their accident
86. Mnemonics are:
a. aids to help memory
b. people with good memory
c. words that can have two possible meanings
d. patients with certain mental disorders
87. Cognitive dissonance results from:
a. a stressful situation
b. mental disorder
c. the loss of knowledge
d. the choice between attitudes and behaviors that are contradictory
88. Circadian rhythms are:
a. representations of the unconscious wishes
b. fantasies that people create in sleep
c. biological processes that occur regularly
d. the disguised meanings of dreams
Find mistakes (89-95). There is one mistake in every line. Write the
correct variant instead of the one given.
(89) So, if Hollywood hasn’t gotten it right, what exactly is forensic psycology?
On the surface,

(90) this seems like relatively simple question to answer, and it is undoubtedly
an important
(91) question to ask. When being introduced to a new field of psychology, like
you are now, one
(92) of first questions you probably ask yourself is “What am I going to be
studying?”
(93) Although providing a clear and comprehensively definition of the
discipline is obviously a
(94) logical way to begin a textbook on foreign psychology, this task is far more
difficult than it
(95) seems because there are no generally accepted definition of the field.
Make up definitions and write out the code (e.g. EC, BD, etc).

